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1. Preliminary. - Since the time Considere made his
first experiments with spiral-hooped columns, many such tests
have been made. Eut in practically all these cases the longi-
tudinal deformations were measured over long gage lengths and
the lateral deformations by measuring the change in diameter of
the column. In none of these were measurements made on gage
lines short enough or at a sufficient number of points on a
column to enable one to see the effect of local weaknesses in
the column. Nor have measurements been made to determine the
relation between the lateral and longitudinal deformations at
loads approaching the ultimate. It is only within the last two
or three years that the use of the"strain gage" has been devel-
oped to a sufficient extent to render it feasible for making
such measurements of lateral and longitudinal deformations at
various points in a column. At present it is entirely practi-
cable to take measurements on as high as 200 gage lines on a
specimen.'
During the early part of the year 1913, twelve plain
concrete columns and three spiral-hooped columns were made at
the University of Illinois Experiment Station. These were
tested in the summer of 1913, and strain gage readings were
taken on many gage lines. These columns were made with the idea
of studying the effect of length, this being the only variable
entering the two series. From the results of these tests it was
decided tiiat a series of tests of this kind on a larger scale

2was desirable in order tc study the effect of ether variables
on the relative deformations. It was with this idea in mind
that the tests described in this thesis were planned.
2. Scope .
-
This thesis contains the results of the
tests of three plain concrete columns and twenty six spiral-
hooped concrete columns-. The tests were intended to give results
showing the effect of variation in length on the relative defor-
mation (8 columns), the effect of variation in per cent spiral
(13 columns) and the effect of variations in mixture (9 columns).
There was also one set of three 20-ft. columns which contained
five 1-in. round longitudinal bars. These columns were expected
to show the effect of longitudinal reinforcement on the strength
of long columns.
3. Acknowledgmen t. - These tests were made in the
University of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station;} nder the di
rection of .'rof. A. U. Talbot.. The writer is indebted to Pro-
fessor Talbot for many valuable suggestions both Vn making the
tests and in interpreting results. The writer also desires to
express his appreciation of the valuable criticism of the thesis
by Mr. ff. A. Slater, First Assistant in the Engineering Experi-
ment Station, who read -the thesis in manuscript form. Mr. G. A.
Maney and Mr. Julian Montgomery, Research Fellows in the Experi-
ment Station, were of invaluable assistance in making the tests
for this thesis.
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« Z^PJyj loTmul^ etc^- While many formulas for
the strength of spiral-hooped columns have been proposed, prac-
tically all of them are based uponthe ultimate strength of the

1^
column and only a few upon leads below the "yield point".
1 1 is a comparatively simple matter to derive a formula
cased cn the clastic properties of materials, which, with the
proper choice of constants, will give the stress in the spiral
with some degree of accuracy up to the "yield point" of the
column, or up to the load corresponding roughly to the strength
of the concrete alone.
The following derivation is readily followed:
Let
:
Poisscn's ratio.
P = steel ratio (ratio of vol. of spiral to enclosed
vol. of the col. )
r = radius of helix.
long, compressive unit stress in the column.
unit stress in spiral steel.
P — normal lateral compressive unit stress on column.
e = lateral unit deformation.
t - thickness of equivalent thin pipe giving the same
f steel as p.
ex= deformation along x - axis.
Fx= stress in direction x.
stress in direction y.
stress in direction z.
Assuming that the action of the spiral is the same as
\
if it were spread over the column as a thin pipe, we have:
t = ¥
and 2Pr= 2tf s.
P = tfa
P = 4s

For a homogenous material subjected to stresses in more
than one direction, we have the well known formula:
e
x
E = Fx (Fy + Fg)
eE = P -/fr(P + f
c )
(P = F
x
= F
y )
e = 1(P -^(P + f
c )
But the actual lateral unit deformation
.
^ = |jpy^(P + f c )
1 t £g(i
_§. = faJk
By a reasonable choice of values ofy^and n, it will
be found that this formula gives fairly close results, up to the
"y ield point" of the column.
After the yield point is pasBed,^/^- and n become
such rapidly changing variables that it would be almost impossi-
ble to apply the formula, even if it were a rational one to use
for such conditions. But in deriving this formula it was as-
sumed that the column to which it is to be applied is of an
elastic homogenous material and subject to the laws governing

5such bodies, "hile this is approximately true for concrete at
low stresses, it is not even as approximation to the truth at
high deformations. After the yield point of the column has
been passed, it is probable that the material acts somewhat
like a granular mass with a thin steel shell around it. But
even in this case, the granular material is probably one having
an angle of repose (or coefficient of friction) varying with the
amount of load to which it has been subjected. It is also proba-
ble that there is considerable and variable cohesion among the
particles, and so it ^ould be almost impossible to derive a ra-
tional formula that would take account of all of these variable
factors and still be usable. Of course such a formula might be
derived for the ultimate strength of a concrete column, but even
in this case the cohesion and angle of repose would be a variable
for each different concrete.
Poth the results of tests and the results given by the
above formula indicate that the stress in the spiral at the
of the column
yield point^ie very small, being at most a few thousand lbs. per
sq. in. Beyond this point, as explained above, the properties
change rapidly and the formula no longer applies.



71. Materials and Properties. - The materials used in
making the concrete for these tests were the same a3 have been
used for a number of years in making the teBt specimens for the
Engineering Experiment Station.
Cement . - Universal Portland cement was used, the
tensile strength of which is given in table I.
TABLE I
Tension Tests, Universal Portland Cement
Sample 1. Sample 2.
Initial Set. - 4h. - 55rn.
Final Set - 8h. - m.
7 day
. 28 day.
No. Neat: 1:3 'Neat
• •
: 1 : 3
:
1 . 575:190 : 730 :335:
2 • 590:185 : 750 :2G5:
3 : 620:165 • 755 :295:
4 : 600:185 : 735 :280:
5 : 635: • •
Ave. : 604:186 : 742 : 361
:
H
Initial Set, - lh. -5m.
Final Set - 5h. - 25m,
» •
7 day '. 28 day !
No.
• •
: Neat: 1:3: Neat : 1 : 3 :
1 '• 600:180: 705 :189:
2 : 595:190: 705 1 Cj yj KJ .
3 605:200: 675 :295:
4 • 590:205: 650 :275:
5 • 610: : 710
Ave. 60C : 194
:
689 :288:
Sand.
-
The sand was a well graded one from the pits
near Attica, Indiana, being screened thru a l/4-in. mesh screen.
Stone .
-
A hard limestone from near Kankakee, ordered
screened to pass a 1-in. screen, was used. In the columns made
on and after Nov. 20th, 1913, (which includes practically all
the columns), the stone was of a new shipment received on that
date.
Stee l.
- The steel used as longitudinal reinforcing
was taken from the stock on hand. It had a yield point of 33,300
lb. per sq. in. and an ultimate strength of 50,500 lb. per sq. in,

8Six 24-in. test pieces of each size cf the spiral wire
were furnished "by the manufacturers cf the spirals. The l/2-in.
rods were tested in the 50,000- lb. Piehle machine and the 5/l6-in.
and 3/l6-in. sizes were tested in the 10, 000- lb. Olsen wire-test-
ing machine. Elongation in 8-in, , reduction in area, and ulti-
mate loads were determined for each specimen; measurements of
elongation over a 2-in. gage length were also made for each test
by means of an extensometer designed by Professor H. F. Moore
of the University of Illinois. The results of these readings
gave smooth curves, which are shown on pages 40—4.3. It should
be noticed there is no break in these curves such as would indi-
cate a definite yield point, nor was any "drop cf beam" noticed
in testing. From appearances these test specimens were probably
straightened out after having been bent into spirals. This
straightening would probably in seme measure account for the
lack of a definite yield point.
of reinforcing does not fulfill the requirements of the Specifi-
cations for reinforcing rods made from rails (or for high carbon
steel rods), as given in the Year Book of the American Society
for Testing Materials for 1913. These requirements are tensile
strength = 80,000 lb. per sq. in. (actually 78
r
5C0); yield point
= 50,000 lb. per sq. in. (about 65,000 lb. per sq. in., but not
The steel stood the lending around a bar of 3 times its own diame-
ter without sign of failure.
The tests of the 3/l6-in. wires indicate that this size
definite), f elongation in 8 in
1.300.000
_ 4 = ii S{
78, 500 xx. 07

9The necking of these "bars at the point of rupture oc-
curred over a very short length, but there was a large reduction
of area (59.1^). This necking was very much like that found in
the testing of cold drawn wires.
2. Specimens. - The columns were all approximately
12- in. in diameter center- to-center of the spirals. Three lengths
of columns were tested, th~se being 5 ft, 1C ft. and 19 ft.-8in.
The spiral reinforcing for these columns was furnished
thru the courtesy cf the Concrete-Steel Products Co. cf Chicago.
The spiral consisted of a circular helix held at the proper pitch
by means of two spacing bars. In the five and ten-ft. columns,
this spiral was in one piece but in the 20-ft. ones it was. made
of two 10-ft, sections having the ends anchored at the center
cf the length cf the column by bending the end of the spiral
toward the center of the column. The spacing bars in all of
these extended the full length of the column. The spacing tars
were made of 3/l6-in. x. 1 l/2-in. flats having slots cut at the
proper distances apart to receive the spiral. The wires were held
by bending down the tongues left in cutting the elots.
It was desired to use the same pitch of spiral of
1-in. in all the columns, but it was found that the manufacturers
were unable to make a spiral having a pitch of 1-in. with the
size of wire necessary to give four to five per cent of spiral,
so for the largest per cent of spiral a pitch of 1 l/2-in. was
used. From previous tests it was thought that the variations
in pitch within these small limits would have practically no
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effect upon the strength or behavior of the columns.
In shipment, the long spirals were "bent double in plac-
ing in the car (the two spacing bars permitting this) and also
some of the shorter lengths had bad kinks in them when they were
received. When the spirals were straightened out in the labora-
tory, it was found that in places the spirals had become loose
in the spacing bars and had untwisted, thus making variations
in the diameter of the column. This untwisting had also caused
the spacing bars to assume a curved shape, as shown in the pho-
tograph page 211. These difficulties made it almost impossible
to make straight columns of uniform diameter. This trouble could
have been obviated by using three spacing bars, as is, often
done.
Auxiliary Spec imens. - Three 6- in. cubes and one
cylinder 8-in. x 16-in. were made from each batch of concrete
in order to determine the strength and modulus of elasticity
of the concrete used. The auxiliary specimens for the 30-ft. col-
umns were made from the two batches after they had been mixed.
In all cases these specimens were made after the forms had been
filled about half full, with the idea of securing results that
were as near the average of the whole batch as possible.
Extensometer readings were taken on the cylinders
and the ultimate loads determined for the cubes. The load -
deformation curves for the cylinders are plotted on pages 44
to 47 . The numbers are the same as those of the columns to
which the cylinders belong. The ultimate strengths of the cylin-
ders and cubes and the ages at which they were tested are given
in table VI.
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3. Forms . - The forms were made of 2 l/2-ft. sections
of sheet iron clamped to the spirals by means of iron straps
fastened with tolts. It was found that with these sectional
forms it was almost impossible to secure straight columns, the
two spacing bars on the spirals allowing the spiral to bend
too readily. Heretofore no such difficulty had teen found with
spirals having three spacing bars. While there was not much
trouble with the 5-ft. columns, even these were not always as
straight as was desired. With the 10-ft. and especially with the'
20-ft. columns, it was only by a great deal of labor that even
approximately straight columns we^e secured. For the 20-ft.
columns the forms were put together around the spirals while
lying on the floor after they had been straightened out as much
as possible. The forms were then rolled on to a ladder and lift-
ed into place by means of a hoist. It was necessary to use
several braces to hold them straight after raising them.
The forms for the other two sizes of column were also
put together while they were lying down, but they were rigid e-
nough not to have to use a suppot for raising them.
After four of the 20-ft. columns had been made with
the sectional forms, it was found that none of them was
perfectly straight and that one (8919) was too crooked to be
worth taking, certain parts being about 1 in. out of alignment.
It was decided that the tests of such crocked columns would
have no value, and that it was not worth while to make any more
unless straight ones could be eecured.
Finally it was decided to use a piece of 13-in. pipe
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the full length cf the column as a form. This pipe was split
into four sections, for ease in removing, and sufficient narrow
wooden strips were used between the sections to allow for the
variation in diameters of the different spirals. The sections
were held together by bands placed close enough together to
prevent the pressure of the wet concrete from causing the
wooden strips to bulge out.
By the use of this form, the last five of the 20-ft.
columns were made almost perfectly straight.
4. Fabr ication . - The concrete in all these columns
was mixed in a l/3 yd. Mar<£h-Capron mixer. The work was done
under the direction of Mr. D. A. Abrams,by mem experi enced in
making concrete, who havemade the test specimens used in the
laboratory for a number of years. The materials were measured in
buckets, and then weighed as a check on the measurements. The
materials were thoroughly mixed while dry, and then mixed for
five minutes after the water was added. Enough water was used
to give a medium wet mixture which would thoroughly cover the
spirals. The amount of water used was measured in each case.
In some cases two five-ft. columns were made from one
batch cf concrete, but in no case we^e these two columns of
the same series. In putting the concrete into the forms where
two columns were made from the same batch, alternate bucketfuls
were placed in each in order to secure both columns as nearly
alike as possible.
This precaution of not making two columns of the same
series from the same batch has been found necessary in order that
any accidental variation in a given batch may not cause phenomena
===== —
=
— — 1
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that might otherwise' be ascribed to the effect of the variable
of that series. This precaution has too often been disre-
garded in making concrete test specimens.
In making the 30-ft. columns, two batches of concrete
were necessary. The first batch was mixed and turned out on
the floor, and then the second mixed and dumped on it. These
two were then thoroughly stirred together to secure a homogenous
concrete.
A planed cast iron bed plate was used for each column.
In setting' up the form, this bed plate was carefully leveled.
The spiral in the form was placed on the plate and plumbed,
braces being used to hold it in position. The concrete was
handled by the bucketful, and was thoroughly stirred as each
bucketful was added. The tamper, which was used for stirring,
rather than tamping, consisted of an iron head about 3-in. in
diameter with a sectional pipe handle. The concrete was too
wet to be tamped, but it was thoroughly stirred in order to cause
it to flow around and cover the spirals and also to remove as
much entrained air as possible.
After filling the form, the concrete was given an hour
or so in which to settle, the top was then smoothed off and a
plate like that used on the bottom was placed on the top.
Stor age. - The cylinders and cubes were left in the
molds for 7 days and were then stored in damp sand until time for
testing, A day or two before they were tested, they were taken
to the laboratory and the ends set in plaster of paris in order
to obtain a smooth bearing area. The forms were removed from
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the columns at the end of 7 days. The columns were stored in
the room in which they were made until time to get them ready
for testing. This room was steam heated and was kept at a
temperature of about 70 degrees. During the time the specimens
were in this room, the columns and the sand in which the auxil-
iary specimens were kept were frequently sprinkled.
6. Handling of Specimens. - A few days before a col-
umn was to be tested it was hauled to the testing laboratory
where it was gotten ready. Tn hauling these, the base and top
plates were securely bolted together and the columns then laid
page 211
oown oh blocks on the wagon. Fig. 15^ shows a column in the
cement laboratory bolted up ready for hauling. The 20-ft. col-
umns were placed on an I-beam which was unloa-ded and handled in
the laboratory by using rollers.
The five-ft. columns were readily "walked" into the
testing machine by one man, but it was necessary to U3e a hoist
on the 10-ft. ones. The 20-ft. columns were run part of the
way into the testing machine while on the I-beam. A chain at-
tached to the column about 5 ft. from its upper end and to the
movable head of the testing machine made it possible to lift
the column into position by running up the head of the machine.
While raising the column, the lower end was rested on a board
placed on two dollies.
7. Preparation. - pefore being placed in the testing
machine, the columns were prepared by locating and drilling the
gage holes. It had been found that in taking readings on gage
lines located on small round bars, the angle of the instrument
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had considerable influence on the readings obtained. This was
especially true when the gage hole was not drilled exactly radi-
ally in the bar. This difficulty was overcome in a large measure
in these tests by grinding a small flat spot for each hole by
means of an emery wheel attached to a flexible shaft run by a
motor. This method was used in all the tests in this thesis and*
proved very satisfactory. All of the gage lines for measuring
lateral deformation had a gage length of four inches.
The holes for the longitudinal gage lines were drilled
in plugs set flush with the surface of the concrete at the pro-
per distance apart. These plugs were made of l/2-in. round
bars cut to 1-in. lengths. The holes for these were drilled
with l/3-in. star drills, the top half of the hole being chipped
to a larger size to allow room for enough plaster of pari 8 to
hold the plug steady. In setting, the holes were filled with
plaster of paris and the plugs were then driven in to a solid
bearing. No trouble was experienced with loose plugs, except
in a few cases where these were cut from 7/l6-in. rods. These
were readily tightened by driving two or three short brads in the
plaster by the side of the plugs. in general, the longitudinal
gage lines were nine inches long where the pitch of the spiral
was 1 l/2-in. , and lOin. for the 1-in. pitch, but there were
some exceptions.
Except the first two columns, all the getting ready
and drilling the holes was done by one of the workmen in the
laboratory, and to hi 3 careful end rapid work is due, to a large
extent, the possibility of making the large number of tests in
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a comparatively short time.
8. Testing . - The columns were placed in the testing
machine and the upper end carefully centered between the screws.
After taking off the rods the head of the machine war run down
until the spherical bearing block rested on the upper plate.
The block was then shifted so as to give as near an axial load-
i rg as possible. It is believed that the center of the block
was set to within an eighth of an inch of the center of all
columns tested.
Zero readings were taken with only the weight cf the
bearing block on the column. After the first increment of
load (usually 350 lb. per sq. in. ) had been applied, the bear-
ing block was fixed by means of angle blocks and wedges to pre-
vent rotation, - that is, - to make a fixed ended column. These
blocks and wedges can be seen in position in the photograph
page 204.
In all tests the load was applied with the speed of
the head of l/lO-in. per minute.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
AND DISCUSSION.
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1. Notation. - The notation used will be that found
in moat modern text books.
2. Explanation of Tabl es. - In table T are given
the results of tensile tests cf the cement and cement mortar
at the ages of 7 days and 28 days. Table II gives the results
of tests of the steel used in the spirals. Table III gives the
weight of cement, sand, stone and water used in making the con-
crete for each column. It includes also the ratio (expressed
as per cent) of the weight of water to the weight of dry materi-
als.
Table IV gives the values of the average lead per sq,
in. ana longitudinal unit deformation for columns 8901-8918 at
various stresses in the spiral. These are given for the top,
center and bottom of the column and the average values for the
three columns of each group are tabulated. The valuen of "~ given
in the last .column are calculated from the average Ion :|udinal
unit deformation and the unit deformation in the spiral. In
figuring the average for the whole spiral the individual aver-
ages were weighted according to the number of values which were
used in obtaining the average. 1
Table V gives the values of the moauli of elesticity
for the various columns at top, center and bottom and also the
average. The average values for the corresponding cylinders also
are tabulated.
Table VI is a record of the various dimensions and
properties for all of the columns. It gives the (Sates on which
the columns were made and tested, the results of the auxiliary
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tests and. a few of the more important general results of the
tests.
3 « Explanation of Curves. - On pages 40 to 43 are
given the stress deformation curves for the steel in the spirals.
On pages 44 to 47 are given the load—deformation curves for the
cylinder tests. The numbers are the same ae the columns to which
they correspond. Th? load stress or lead deformation curves
for all gage lines of all the columns are given on pages 48 tou.58
The object in including all of these was to put all the
observed data in the thesis in the form of curves rather than
in tables. On pages 152to 178are given the "distribution"
cmrve3 for certain of the tests. These curves are plotted so
that they show the variation in stress cr deformation along the
length or on a circumference of the columns for various loads.
On pages 18Cto 19 9are given the average curves for all of the
shorter columns and for some of the long columns. In making
the averages for these columns, where circumferential bands were
located on the columns the average value was found for all the
lateral gage lines in the band. The average of the longitudinal
gage lines that crossed the land was then found and tabulated.
These averages were figured at each load, and then the average
cuives plotted from them. When readings were taken on the four
sides of the column and no circumferential bands were taken, then
each average was an average of four gage lines. An exception
to this is found in some of the longitudinal gage lines for the
long columns in cases where eight gage lines were located around
the column. In some of the 5-ft. columns readings of lateral
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deformation were taken on concrete plugs located between two
readings on the spirals. Vox these, the curves marked "steel"
are averages of eight readings, and those marked "concrete" are
averages of four.
On pages 3CAto 3CCare given some average result curves
obtained by plotting in various ways the results iven in table
IV. These curves are further discussed later. The method of
plotting in each case is obvious.
4. Explanation of Drawings and Photographs. - On pages
200^0 213iare given photographs which show some of the most
characteristic features of the tests. Attention is called to
the peculiar features of the photograph on the sheet on which
it is shown. On pages 22l\to 249are drawings which show the lo-
cation of the gage lines of all the columns tested. These gage
lines are located on the surface of the column which is shown
as if unrolled, i. e.
,
developed.
5» Phenomena of Test-8_* - In the following section
are given some cf the notes on the behavior of each column during
the test. Inhere thr word "deflection" is used, it should be
understood as meaning the deflection of the point in question
measured from a line tangent to the top and bottom of the column.
The deflection before testing was measured in the same way and
indicatesthe str^ghtness of the column.
8901
Feyond the load 300,000 lb., the column took load very
slowly. At 214,000 lb. load considerable scaling at gage line
24 on east side, but practically no scaling at the bottom. Spi-
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rals broke at the following gage lines at the loads given:
6 at 239,000 lb., 26 at 240,000 lb., 241, 24, 25 and 250,000 lb.
max. load 250,000 lb.
It should be noted that the spiral in this column was
very irregularly spaced, as shown in the drawing page 32lfand in
the photographs, pages2C0r202. Also, by mistake the series of
gage lines were not located 90° apart. The actual location is
shown cn page 221.
8903
.
Scaling at 240,000 lb., principally near the bottom
of column.
Spiral broke thru gage line 28 at 310,000 lb., 11, 12,
291 and 30 at 3? 6, 000 lb. maximum load 316,000 lb.
Spirals slightly more regular than 8901. See drawing
page22 r
'
;
.
8903.
First scaling at 227,000 lb. At 305,000 lb. spiral
broke at gage line 18 E. 3 C and 18 A broke at 318,800 lb. (Ulti-
mate )
8904 .
Slight amount of scaling noticed at the load of 209,000
lb. At the load 464,500 lb., deflection at the center of the
west side was 1 7/l6-in, All gage holes in the spiral stretched
to oblong shape at the ultimate load.
890 5.
Scaling at 245,000 lb. At 400,000 lb. bending at
center toward south. Columns probably considerably stiffened
against bending by spacing bars, which were in the plane of
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bending. Ultimate load 502,000 lb. Total shortening 3 in.
8906
Scaling at £15,000 lb. Failure by bending at center
toward S. E. Ult. load 491,000 lb. Total shortening 2 5/8 in.
8907
Each load was held constant (see page 2m) forfive minute:;
before starting to read. Scaling at 180,000 lb. Column had' not
reached its ultimate strength at the load 603,000 lb., but there
was a very slight bending perceptible. Total shortening at
maximum load was 2 l/3 in.
8908
Scaling at 203, 500 lb., more at bottom than at top.
At 600,000 lb. column had begun to bend toward east slightly
below center. Total shortening 1 7/8 in.
8909
Scaling at 240,000 lb. load. Capacity of machine
reached without failure of column. Total shortening 1 l/2 in.
Before testing there was a deflection of 3/8 in. at the center
on the west side, but this did not seem to affect the test.
8910
Fefore testing there was a deflection of 7/l6-in. at
the center on the east side, and a deflection of l/4-in at the
center on the north side. The other two sides were straight.
At 316, 000-lb. scaling at center of north side. Column failed
by bending at center toward the west. Deflection at the cen-
ter on the east side was 15/l6-in. at the ultimate load of
500,000-lb.
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891 1
Scaling at 412,0Q0-lb. Ultimate load 590,000-lb.
Bending very slight at ultimate load. Total shortening 1 l/8-in.
8912
Before testing there was a deflection at the center
of the south side of l/8-in. , and at the center of the west side
of l/4-in. Scaling at 418,000. A-t Ult.load of 584,000, deflec-
tion of l/2-in. at center of west side. Total shortening 1-in.
8913
Scaling at 158,000-lb. At 311,0C0-lb. scaling more
at bottom than at top. Ultimate load 446,000-lb. Deflection on
north east side at ultimate load was 1.6-in. Bottom badly
crashed cn 3outh west side.
8914
Scaling at 135,600-lb. At 300,000-lb. bending toward
the north at the center was visible. Failure by bending. Ulti-
riate load 414,000-lb. Total shortening was 3 l/B-in.
8915
Scaling at 120,000-lb. Pitch of spiral not uniform near
bottom. At the bottom of column, spiral not well covered. Eend-
ing toward the south west started at the load 260,000-lb. Ulti-
mate load 420,000-lb.
8916
Scaling at 141,000-lb. Bent toward west at center.
Ultimate load 266,000-lb. At ultimate load, deflection of 3 l/2-
in. on east side between gage lines 65 and 66.
8917
Before testing there were deflections of 5/8-rin. at the
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center of the west side, and of 5/l6-in. at the center of the
south side. North side straight. At the bottom of the column
on east side offset of 1-in. from a line tangent to upper half.
At 193, 500-lb. scaling at center west side. At 220,000-
%lb. there was a deflection at the center of the wesjt- side of
1 l/4-in. Eefore reaching the ultimate load, top and bottom of
column on east side crushed and column bent as if round-ended.
8918
Scaling at 283,000-lb. Failed by bending toward south
west Ultimate load 350, 000-lb. Total shortening of 1 l/2-in.
8920
Scaling at about 240,000-lb. Failed by bending toward
east at gage line 103. Upper end not perfectly fixed. Ultimate
load 3?6,000-lb. At ultimate load deflection on west side 1-ft.
below gage line 103 was 1 l/2-in.
8921
At 79,200-lb. slight scaling on east side at top, but
nowhere else. This was possibly due to weak concrete here, and
to driving in wedge e too tight on that side. At 226,000-lb.
scaling below top. Failed by bending toward south west at ul-
timate load of 252, 000- lb. Deflection at ultimate load at gage
line 146 was l/5-in. Column bent as if fixed at both ends.
8922
Scaling occurred at 180, 000- lb. Slight bending also
at this load. Column bent toward south with point of maxi-
mum deflection at about l/3 point from the top at the ultimate
load. (See photograph page 20$ Feadings taken on this column
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to find how the dropping off of load affected longitudinal defor-
mation and lateral stress. At the ultimate load of 193, 000-lb.
deflection 12 ft. from bottom on north side was 4.7-in.
8923
The following deflection were measured before testing:
N. side, deflection opposite gage line 64 of l/2 in.
E. " " » " » 64 of 1/2 in.
S. " " » 69 of 3/8 in.
ff. side practically straight.
At 150,000 lb. column began to bend toward south east with point
of maximum deflection at about l/3 point from the top. Deflec-
tion 12 ft. from bottom at ultimate load of 180,000 lb. was
4.7 in.
8924
Scaling began near top at 183,000 lb. Failed by bend-
ing toward south west at about gage line 63. Upper end not per-
fectly fixed. Ultimate load 222,000 lb. Spiral near bottom
not well covered.
8925
At 258,^00 lb. tending toward west above center.
Crushing at top on west side but not much at the bottom. At
264,000 longitudinal st^el was scaling. At ultimate load of
264,000 It., column had deflection of l/6 in. at a point 12 ft.
from bottom on east side, but there was not much scaling.
8926 •
At 327,000 scaling at center of east side and top
and bottom of west side. Very slight deflection at center toward
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west. At the ultimate load of 346,000-115., the deflection at the
center on the east side was 11/2 in. At the ultimate load scal-
ing- on the east side occurred principally above the center, at
gage lines 45 and 65.
8927
At 820,000 lb., scaling occurred at the too at the reduce'1
area where holes were cut in to the longitudinal steel. ^his scal-
ing ma37- also have been due to the fact that the longitudinal "bars
did not heve a hearing on the top plate. At 280,000 lb., scaling
"began slightly ahove the center. Failure by bending toward the east
between gage lines 5 and 6. At the ultimate load of 314,000 lb.,
there was s deflection of 1.6-in. 10—In.below gage line 6. All
|
longitudinal bars had a bearing on the bottom plate, and were I
about 3/4 in. from the top plate.
8928
Failure by crushing below the center at the ultimate
load of 235,: 301b.
8929 i
Failure by crushing on an inclined plane below the cen-
ter. Fine vertical cracks near gage line 9 noticed at the load
192,000 lb. Ultimate load 2C3,C?C lb.
3950
Failure by crushing on inclined plana. Ultimate load
222,000 lb. Fine cracks below center noticed at 199, 6C0 lb.
_6. Analysis of Lata, ''"ith the exception of the first in-
crement of load, it was found that in the time reuired to take
a set of readings the load dropped off considerably. The amount
|
of this drop oing
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off increased with an increase in load, being rather small for
loads up to the ultimate strength of the concrete core. This
decrease in load probably was due to two causes: 1st, the tack-
ing off of the testing machine, and 2d, to the plastic (inelastic)
deformation. This backing could be seen in the reversal of the
driving shaft upon stopping the machine after applying a load.
An attempt was made to prevent this by leaving the clutch partly
engaged after the load had been applied, but it is net certain
that this purpose was fully accomplished. During the first tests
there was some question as to what should be called the actual
load under these conditions. So experiments were made on columns
8922 and 8907
. to determine the effect of this dropping off of
load and of reapplying the load up to its initial value on the
longitudinal and lateral defermatiens. For this purpose, after
the load had been raised to the desired value readings of the
load were taken at short intervals and the load and the time
recorded. At the same time strain gage readings on several longi-
tudinal gage lines were taken, the time being recorded for each
reading. The load^time curves and the deformation-rtime curves
were then plotted on the same sheet, and in this way the effects
of the dropping off and reapplication of load were readily seen.
These results for a unit lead of 1000 lb per sq. in. on the
column are shown on page 27A. From these curves, it is seen
that with the decrease in load there is a slight tendency toward
an increase in longitudinal deformation. Upon the rea^rlication
of the original load the longitudinal deformations showed a
considerable increase. No determination was made of the relation
between the increase in deformation and the amount of load added
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in bringing it up to its original value, "but previous testa seem
to indicate that this increase in deformation is the same as if
a load equal to the amount of the added lead were applied for
the first time. That is, if the load P on a column should de-
crease successively by amounts ¥t, V3, V3 and increments of load
v"l' Vg, V, be reapplied , the total load on the column will be
equal to P, but it seems that the deformation in the column would
be the same as it|V/ould
have been immediately after applying an original total load of
P + v*i + + V3. The measurements discussed in the preceding
the
paragraphs were taken on a 20-ft. column (NO. 8922) and^stress
was so small that little information could be gathered on the
effect of reapplication of load on the stress in the spiral. To
determine the effect on the stress in the spiral of the dropping
off and the reapplication of the load, it was necessary to take
readings on shorter columns. So additional observations were
made on 5-ft. columns of the stress in the spiral. as soon as the
load was applied the first time and later when the load had
been raised to its initial value. From these it was found that
the reapplication of load caused a very decided increase in the
stress in the spiral while previous observations had shown that
the dropping in load had no appreciable effect on the stress when
the original load was not reapplied. In all tests made before
these results had been obtained, the load was applied and thfin
held constant by running the machine as fast as the load dropped
for five minutes before starting reading. While taking readings
the load was brought up to its initial value one or more times,
the number depending upon the 'length of time required to take
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the reading. As a result of these tests, it was decided to bring
the load up to the desired value and to disregard any decrease
in lead. The load for the series was taken as being the maximum
lead applied. This method was used for all columns tested ex-
cept No. 8922, 8907 and 8916. For each series of readings, the
actual load at the end of each set of readings was generally
recorded, but no use has teen made of this information.
The question as to what should be called the actual
load on the column is an important one. It is probable that
to produce a deformation in a column requires some time. So if
the load is applied at a relatively high rate of speed and the
maximum load thus applied is taken as the actual load on the
column, then the question might be a3ked if the deformation pro-
duced by this load might net also have been produced by some
lower dead lead which was able to follow up any change in length.
It seems reasonable to expect that such would be the case, If
this is true, then the ultimate strengths of the columns as
tested in a machine are higher than would be obtained if these
were subjected to a dead load. This means that the apparent
per oneincrease in strength^per cent of spiral is higher than it should
be. Just what effect tie variation in the per cent of spiral
would have upon the relation between the strengths as determined
by a testing machine and by a dead load is entirely unknown.
Table IV, which gives the average unit load on the
columns and the longitudinal unit deformations for carious stress-
es in the spiral, contains some very important results of the
tests. These results have been plotted on sheeteSCA to 3C9in
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order to bring- out the results more plainly.
Curves (l) show that the stress of 5, COO lb. per sq.
in. in the spiral is produced for all per cents at practically
the same load. This is probably only roughly true, for the
estimation of the load at which this stress occurs, depends
a great deal upon the judgment of the one studying the curves.
For higher stresses, as the percent of spiral increase, the in-
crease in load per percent increase :n spiral becomes larger.
/
The term Poisson's ratio is used in this thesis to mean
the ratio of the unit deformation in the spiral, to the longi-
tudinal unit deformation. It is understood that the term Pois-
i
son's ratio ordinarily is used to denote this ratio for elastic
homogenous materials, but it is convenient to use it in this
thesis as defined above.
Curves (2) show that a stress of 5000 lb. per sq. in.
is produced at about the same longitudinal deformation for all
amounts of spiral. Assuming Poisson's ratio to be constant
up to this deformation, this is what might be expected. At a
stress in the spiral of 50,000 lb. per sq. in., the longitudi-
|
nal deformation varies directly as the per cent spiral. This
evidently. means that the relation called Poisson's Ratio de-
pends upon the per cent spiral. This is further discussed below.
Curves (3) show the rather peculiar fact that the
increase in load required to produce a given increase in stress
in the spiral is practically the same for all concrete mixtures.
Of course the load at which a given stress in the spiral is
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reached depends upon the mixture. For low stresses in the
spiral this load varies directly about as the variation in the
ratio of the volume of cement to the volume of aggregate.
unit
The relation between the longi tudinal^deformation and
the stress in the spiral for various mixtures is shown in curves
(4j. It should be noticed that for stresses above 10,000 lb.
per sq. in., for a given mixture the value of Pois3on'3 ratio
is a constant. This is better shown by the curves page 3CQ.
On page 30Eithere are a few thing3 to be noticed. For the 1-3-6
mixture and for the 1-3-4 mixture where p = 2. 73$, after the
spiral begins to act it takes stress almost directly in propor-
change in
tion to the/^Load. The richer the concrete or the higher the per
cent of spiral, the more the load- stress curve departs from a
straight line. It should be noted that in the case of the
1-1-3 mixture the spiral begins to take stress very gradually
while it starts more suddenly for the other mixtures. This
probably is due to the fact that in the leaner mixtures there
are many fine air pores, and the first result of the longitudinal
deformation i s to fill these pores before the lateral deforma-
tion becomes appreciable. In fact, from an examination of curves
(9), we see that for a stress in the spiral of 40,000 lb. per
sq. in. the value of Poisson's ratio varies as 3^ ' 5 7£ anci TU74'
for 1-1-2, 1-2-4, and 1-3-6 mixtures. Multiplying each by the
of
corresponding value of the ratio of volutte aggregate to the
volume of the cement we have
1 , and 1
1.37 .97 1.15 (A)
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Roughly, then, Poisson's ratio varies directly as the per cent
of cement in the mixture. At f
fi
= 5,000 lb. per sq. in., the
ratio corresponding to those ^iven as A are
9
1 , 1 , and r (B)
1.27 .97 1.15
That is, for the two leaner mixes Poisson's ratio varies directly
as the above ratio, but this is not true for the richest mixture.
It may be that at some point between the 1-2-4 and 1-1-2 mix-
tures, the voids in the sand are completely filled and for any
further increase in cement the value of Poisson's ratio is in-
fluenced by the Poisson's ratio of the cement alone. This might
be an interesting point for further investigation.
The following results are readily obtained by a con-
sideration of curves (4) page 30A.
1. 1-1-2 Concrete. 3.73$ spiral.
Average change in deformation, 4/1, for 10000 lb. per sq. in. change
in stress in spiral = .00103 in. psr in.
„ 1
_
</* = 3TD~6~
For m • _1— x 2.72 = _iS
. 3.06 , 1.12
2. 1-2-4 Concrete. 2.73$ spiral.
Limits in f 8 , 10,000 to 50,000.
4X» .00175. M>* '0Q0g33 = 1S
.00175 BT3T5
= J~ x 2.73 = :S~ 5.35 1.9
1-2-4 Concrete, p = 4.37$, f s 10, 000 - 40,000
aK =
.00270 M> = * 000333 „ 1x
.00272 8.10
^'=
F-10 x4 - 37 =T^
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Average for p = 2.73<? and 4.37^ = -1
1.88
3. 1-3-6 Concrete. p = 2.72f,
f s 10,000 - 50,000
=
. 0035
= .000333 m _1^^
.0035 * 10.5
/ 3.87
Considering the columns made of 1-2-4 concrete we find
that Poisson's ratio varies with the per cent reinforcement,
being smallest for the largest per cent. For the two largest
per cents we find that the value denoted by jU/'ie very nearly
a constant.
Considering curves (8), page 30C, we find that for
p = 4.37# the average value of i,is 8.2, for p = 3.73$ I = 5.8
and for p = . 9? Ja, = Dividing each of these by the cor-
responding per cent of spiral we get 1,87, 2.13, and 4.22. That
is for the two highest per cents of reinforcement the value of
Poisson's ratio varies inversely about a3 the per cent of spiral.
Thi3 means that for a given longitudinal deformation the total
lateral pressure is constant- and independent cf the per cent
of spiral.
It is probable that the reason this is not true for
the columns having small per cents of spiral is that at the
load at which the stress in the spiral reaches this value
the concrete still has enough strength to carry part of the load.
It is possible that the above relation is true for the columns
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having
.9$ spiral for very high lateral stresses.
The following facts are found to be true for the
5-ft. columns.
To produce a stress in the spiral of 30,000 lb. per
sq. in. requires a load 5.7$ higher where p 3.74$ and 28. fi^
higher where p = 4. 37™ than when p = 0.9$. For a stress in the
spiral of 50,000 lb. per sq. in. the increase in load is 14.1$
for p = 4.37$ over that required for p = 0.9$.
To produce a stress in the spiral of 56,000 lb. per
sq. in., the longitudinal unit deformation mu3t be increased
40$ for p = 2.74$ and 89$ for p = 4.37$ over that required where
p = 0.9$.
Considering the 5-ft. columns where p = 2.7$ we see
that the value of the longitudinal unit deformation at values of
f a of 40,000 and 50,000 lb. per sq. in. varies inversely as the
variation in the ratio of the volume of cement to the column
of aggregate. That is
;
to produce a stress of 50/000 lb. per
sq. in. in the spiral of a 1-3-6 column requires three times
the deformation required to produce this stress in the spiral
of a 1-1-2 column
,
and in the 1-2-4 columns the deformation must
be twice that in the 1-1-2 columns.
Relation between longitudinal unit deformation (/{) a.nd%
the stress in the spiral, for values of f between 10,000 and
*o nnn n are S^ven on the next pa<re.ou, 000 lb. per sq. in. These are derived from curves page 30A.
/
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1. There p = 2.7%
1-1-2 mix. A = Q.0019 + |
1-2-4 mix. X= 0.0024 * (fj^
X= 0.0036 + (
—
[ 1C
1—3—6 mix.
10000
ioc:o
- l) 0.001
- l) 0.0017
- l] 0.0p35
2. ?or 1—2—4 mix where p_ varies,
p = 0.9$, X= 0.0081 + (tv^ - l) 0.00!
p = 2.74$ A= 0.0024 + /—£ss_ _ i) 0.0017
\ 10000 '
p = 4.37%, A= 0.0051 | / -la- - i l o
( 1000C /
"
•
00270
Combining the last two equations, we have:
A= .0C089p + .00043 fp - 2.7) 10000Ak - 1 ) C0062p
Effect of length .- On page 35A are plotted the average
values of the ultimate loads for the columns of the three lengths
tested. Prom a study of the average curves for the 5- ft. columns,
we find that the average value of the modulus of elasticity fas
determined by taking a tangent to the longitudinal load-defor-
mation curve at a point where the stress in the spiral is
becoming large) for the columns having the three percent s of
spiral is about 72,000 lb. per so. in.
Euler's formula for long columns is
where E has the value for round ended columns an3
«f- for fixed
ended columns. If we assume that the degree of fixity of the
ends of these columns is such that the value of T.r should be 3,
3 77*E
fl/r) s
then we have the formula pa- = for the additional
strength of the columns due to the spiral reinforcing. Taking
the value of E as given above, then for the three lengths of
5—ft., 10—ft., and 20—ft, we have the following values for

5580., 1320, 330 lb. per so. in. If it is assumed that
this formula does not apply to the 5ft. columns, then these val-
ues may he approximately correct. But from a study of the aver-
age curves, as well as from theoretical considerations, it
seems that the value of E is not a constant, hut depends upon
the length of the column, "ith this in mind, it hardly seems
that the added strength can he represented by a formula of the
form of Ruler's, "'hile variations in the amount of spiral have
little effect upon the strength of the 20-ft. columns, they
certainly do affect the strengths of the 10-ft, and 5-ft . col-
umns, and it seems that any formula for calculating the ad-jed
strength should te^re account of these facts.
Effect Of Amount of Spiral .- The relation between the
ultimate strength of the column and the amount of spiral is
shown for the 5- ft
.
columns of 1-2-4 concrete by the lower curve
on page 752. From this curve we see that r' of spiral adds an
average of 927 lb. per sq. in. to the strength of the column.
This value is somewhat lower than that usually found.
From Table 71, page 219, we find the ultimate strengths |
of the columns of 1-1-2, 1-2-4, and 1-3-6 mixtures to be 5080,
4400, and ^810 lb. per so. in., for 8.7% spiral. Taking the
strengths of the concretes as being 3400, 1900, and 800 lb. per
sq. in., we have the added strengths 1680, 2500, and 3016 lb.
per sq. in. For 1" these are G24, 927, and 1120 lb. per s-. in.
It may seem strange that the rich concretes show less increase
per percent than do the poorer ones, but when it is remembered
that the value of ^oisson's ratio is higher at all loads for
rich than for lean concretes, this seems reasonable. The discuss-

ion on page 31 also has s. "bearing on this point.
From a study of the curves on page 3CB, the following re-
lation was found to be true for the 5-ft . columns havinc- 2. 72%
of reinforcement: Taking those parts of the load—deformation
curves between the origin and the points at which the stress in
the spirals is e^ual to 50 OOClD. per sq. in. ,we find that the
areas under the curves for the 1-1-2 and the 1-2-4 concretes are
equal, while the area under the curve for the l-?-6 concrete
is about 50$ higher.
7.- Conclusions .- mhe following conclusions are based upon
the study of the data of the columns and may not apply to
columns of other sizes and made from other aggregates.
1. - The value of the initial modulus of elasticity of the
column does not depend upon the amount of spiral reinforcement,
but for any amount it is somewhat less than that for plain concre
2. The ultimate strength of the 5-ft. columns depends upon
the amount of spiral and upon the mixture. It seems that the
variation in strength of the concrete of the individual columns
of a given mix, as measured by the strength of the cylinders,
does not have an appreciable effect upon the ultimate strength
of the column.
3. The ultimate strength of the f-ft. and 10-ft. columns
depends upon both the strength of the con-rete and the amount of
spiral, but the ultimate strength of the 2P-ft. columns depends
only upon the strength of the concrete and not upon the amount
of spiral.

>~4i The load required to produce a Stress in the spiral of
5 000-lb. per sn. in. in the 5-ft. columns is practically inde-
ondent of the amount of spiral.
5. The longitudinal unit deformation required to nroduoe
a stress in the spiral of 5 000-lb. per so. in. in the 5ft. col-
umns is practically independent of the amount of spiral.
G. For a stress in the spiral of from 4C 000 to 50 COC-lt
per sq. in. the longitudinal unit deformation varies directly
uith the variation in the amount of spiral, hut it ^oes not ap-
proach zero as the amount of spiral approaches zero.
-"•"7. To produce a given charge in stress in the spiral re-
quires practically the same change in unit load for all concrete
mixes. This is true for the c-ft. columns having 2.7" of spiral.
-~- 8. ^oisron ' s ratio is a constant for columns of a ?:ven mix
and having a given amount of spiral for all stresses in the epj
ral between 1C COO and 5C CTC-lb. per sr. in.
.^r 9. After the spiral begins to tglre stress, the load—stres
curve is a straight line for columns of 1—r-6 concrete having
2,1% spiral and for columns of 1-2—4 concrete having C.9 1 ' spiral
^10. Tn columns of rich concrete the spirals be^-in to
take stress more gradually than in those of poor concrete. The
load at which the stress in the spiral reaches a given low value
is a smaller proportion of the ultimate strength of the concrete
alone for rich concrete than for lean concrete. At low
loads Poi&son'fi ratio is larger for rich concrete than for lean
concrete
.
11. i,-or the columns made of 1—2—4 concrete nnd hn
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the two highest percents of spiral, the total lateral pressure
on the columns due to the stress in the spiral depends only
upon the longitudinal unit deformation and is independent of the
amount of the spiral.
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Column 8922 west sifln eWnr
above center at ultimate load.
endin^

207

208
ig. 9. Column 8928, west side, showing crushing
at ultimate load.
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TABLE II
Spiral Steel Tests
Nominal
Diam.
: Meas.
: Diara. : Area :Ult. Ld. :Ult. Stress
: Elong.
: in 8 in
: Reduction
• . i-LX OCX
1/2
"
tt
It
Tt
tt
11
: . 505
: .504
: .507
: .507
: . 509
: . 509
: .200
: .199
: .202
: ,202
: .203
:
. 203
:
~.~201~
: 17200
: 16780
: 16980
: 16860
: 17100
: 17170
: 86000
: 84100
: 84100
: 83500
: 84200
: 20. 5$
66
. 1
: 22 . 7
: 21.2
: 19.6
6J, j
: 58.6fc
: 49.2
: 59.3
: 59.0
: 52.7
• fin c
Average : .507
: 17000 : 84400 : 21.
1
: 56.7
5/16"
tt
ft
tt
N ,
tt
.
: .320
. 329
. 323
.323 :
.328 :
.325 :
: .0804
. 0849
.0818
.0818
.0843;
. 0830:
:
-7360
: 7345
7220
7140
7255 «
7280
: 91600
: 86500
: 88200
87300
86000 :
87700
:
:
,
20.0
: 21.2
: 22.9 :
20.4
19. 3 :
PPT •
: 61.0
63.0
62. 5
61.6
55.0
61.4
Average
:
.324 : .0827: ^266 ; 87870 : 21.0 60. 7 ;
3/16" :
tt •
tt
tt
.
tt
.
tt .
.189 I
.190 :
. 189 :
.189 :
.189 :
.189 :
.0280:
. 0284 :
.0280:
.0280:
.0280:
. 0280:
2180 :
2200 :
2230 :
2240 :
2190 :
2175 :
77900 :
77600 :
79600 :
80000 :
78200 :
77700 :
0.9* :
2.00 :
2.00 :
2.40 :
2.00 :
57.0 :
60. :
59. 5 :
59.5 :
59. 5 :
59.5 :
Average
:
.1891: .0281: 2202 : 78500 : 2. 11 : 59. 1 :
Omitted in average as it broke outside sraged length.
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Proportion of Concrete "by Weight.
TABLE III
: Weight of : Mixture
Col. No. : Cement : Sand : Stone : Water
• •
: Bv Weight : By Vol. :f Water:
8901 : 188 1b.:~40"9 lb : 589 Xj 120Tb : 1-2. 18-3.67
:
1-2-4 : 9.33% :
8902 : 188 : 398 : 691 : 108 :l-2 12-3 68; 1-2-4 : 8.45 :
8903 : 188 : 385 : 665 : 108 :l-2 05-3 54* 1-2-4X ^ : 8,72 :
8904 : Same : as :8901
: 9.33 :
8905 ; Same : as :8902 \ ',
8906 : 188 : 398 : 665 : 114 •1-2 1^-^ R4 • X —w— rr : 9.13 :
8907 : 94 : 215 • 354 66 '1—2 ^Q-^ 77*
• X t«i . iu ,11. 1 _?—
4
: 9.95 :
8908 : 188 : 400 • £7^ • 1 09 i X— w, IO- O . O r . 1— £ — : 8.57 :
8909 Q'A m pl k ) CLLLL C • do • 9Q0P,
8910 : 211 » ^^1i u> (~j x. : 367 : 96 . X— x . UJ- L . r ft . 1-1—6 :12 00
8911 ' 1 99 X J «J : 344 : 72 l—i. J4-i . oo
:
1—1—3 : 9 63
8912 • 1 99» XO O » J. u O : 332 : 72
.
1—1
.
J4-1
. rb l-l^-<3 • X vJ . X w .
8913 : 78. 3 : 248 : 406 : 60 « X— O , X O— J. iu . 1— v J— O • fi 20 •> W . h>\J >
8914 : 78^3 : 250 : 423 : 66 : 1-3. 19-5.43: 1-3-6 : 8 80 :
8915 : 70.5 • .col • 375 R7• or :l-3. 14-5. 33: 1-3-6 : 8.57 :
8916 212 • 487 : -774 : 104 '1-2. 30-3. 65: 1-2-4 : 7.07 :
8917 : 188 : 398 : 668 : 108 :l-2.12-3.56: 1-2-4 : 8.62 :
8918 : 188 : 388 : 666 : 114 > x—& , ^ r — o , OO. 1— o — : 9.18 :
8919 • 331
: 751 :1241 : 240 1-2. 77-3. 75: 1-2-4 :10 30
8920 376 742 :1282 : 210 1-2. 02-3. 50: 1-2-4 : 8.76 :
8921 : 376 ' 811 :1308 : 210 1-2.22-3. 68: 1-2-4 • 8.42 :
8922 ; 353 ' 731 :1409 : 210 : 1-2.07-3.99: 1-2-4 8.43 :
8923 ; 353 : 746 •1309 : 216 : 1-2. 11-3. 71: 1-2-4 ; 8.97 :
8924 : 376 : 780 1317 : 198 ; 1-2.13-3. 60: 1-2-4 : 8.02 :
8925 : 353 : 742 : 1255 : 234 : 1-2.10-3. 54
:
1-2-4
: 9.97 :
8926 : 376 : 754 ; 1278 : 224 : 1-2. 01-3.40: 1-2-4
: 9.30 :
8927 : 376 : 786 : 1298 : 216 : 1-2.14-3.55: 1-2-4
: 8. 78 :
8928 : Same : as :8908 :
8929 : Same : as :8903 : •
8930 : 94 : 194 : 323 : 66 : 1-2.07-3.44: 1-2-4 : IQBi :
f
/- 2. n - %£\ I- i ~ H-
J- hit /o , SV j

r tih
TAPTF TV
1 J. FlSZ JjJii J. V
Stress in Spiral 5000 lb. per sq. in.
Cel.
No.
: Top : Center : Bottom : Average :Val.of
: Unit : Long. : Unit
: Load : Def . : Load
: Long.
: Def.
: Unit : Long.
: Load : Def;
: Unit
: Load
: Long.
: Def.
: 1
: M>
8901: 1350 : .0015: 1750
2: 2000 : .0027: 1700
3: 2000 : .0016: 1700
: .0016
: .0019
: .0013
: 1800 : .0026
: 1700 •: .0021
: 1750 : .0017
Ave. : 1780 : .0019: 1716 : .0016 : 1750 : .0021 : 1749 : .0019 : 11.4
8904: 1450 : .0016: 1650
5: 1750 : .0014: 1700
6: 1750 : .0013: 1450
: .0016
: .0017
: .0014
: 1500 : .0017
: 1880 : .0021
: 2000 : ,0018
Ave. : 1650 :. .0014: 1600 : ,0016 : 1790 : .0019 : 1680 : .0016 : 9.
6
8907: 1950 : .0026: 1550
8: 1700 : .0010: 1400
9: 2000 : .0012: 1750
: .0036
: .0009
: .0014
: 1650 : .0023
: 2000 : .0018
: 2200 : .0024
Ave. : 1880 : .0016: 1570 : .0020 : 1950
:
2870"
: 3000
: 3000
: .0021 : 1800 : .0019 : 11.4
8910: 2000 : .0012: 2200
11: 2500 : .0011: 2380
12: 2500 : .0011: 2750
: .0013
: .0009
: .0012
: .0018
: .0016
: .0012
Ave. : 2330 : .0011: 2440 : .0011 : 2960 :, .0015 : 2580 : .0012 : 7.2
8913: 1600 : .0034: :1300
14: 1120 : .0014: 900
15: 1000 : .0012: 850
: .0028
: .0012
•
.0014
: 1330 : .0024
: 830 : .0015
: 800 : .0026
Ave. : 1240 : .0020: 1020 .0018 : 220 : .0022 • 1060 : .0023 : 13.8
8916: 1320 : .0023: 1050
17: 1850 : .0029: 1750 :
18: 1750 : .0012: 1750 :
: .0021
.0025:
.0012:
1450 : .0025
1750 : .0023
1850 : .0017.
Ave. : 1640 : .0021: 1520 : . 0019
:
1680 : .0022: 1610 : .0021 • 12.6
Stress in Spiral 10,000 lb. per sq, in.
89C1-
2:
3:
1450 :
2070 :
2200 :
.0020:
.0030
.0020,
1900 :
1730 :
1780 :
1800 :
. 0022 :
.0020;
.0014:
1880
1820
1870
: .0029:
: .0020:
: .0023:
Ave. : 1910 : .0023: .0019: 1657 : .'0024: 1856 : . 0022: 6. 6
8904 .
5:
6:
1080 :
2000 :
1970 :
.0026-
.0018.
.0018:
1900 :
1920 :
1700 :
.0025:
.0026:
. 021:
. 0024
1750
2030
2250
2010"
: .0025:
: .0029:
: .0026:
: .0027": 7.2Ave. : 1880 : • 0021 : 1840 : 1910 : . 0084
•
8907-
8.
9
2300 :
2150 :
2500 :
.0036
.0021
. 0022
.
1920 :
1870 :
' 2000 :
.0051:
. 0020
.0021:
2000
2300
2500
: .0037:
: .0030:
: .0034:
Ave. : 2320 : . 0027 1930 : .0031: ;:270 : .0034: 2170 : .0031: 9,3
891C
11:
13
2300 :
3100 :
3100 :
.0018:
.0018
.0018
2500 :
' 3050 :
3250 :
. 0020:
.0016:
.0017;
3100
3450
3350
: .0023:
: .0016:
: . 0021
:
Ave . :
8913:
14:
15:
2830 : .0018 2930 : .0018: 3300 : .0020: 3020 : .0019; 1 . 7
1770 :
1350 :
1200 :
.0048
. 0028:
.0025:
1520 :
1150 :
1250 :
.0040:
.0021:
,0046:
1450
1220
1050
: .0043:
: .0028:
: .0044:
Ave.": 1440 : .0034 1310 : .0036: 1320 : .0038: 1320 : .0036: 10.8
8916
11
1550 :
1888 i
.0039
:883§-
" 1380 :
m i
.0037:
.0035:
.0019:
1750
1920 ,
1900
1B60
: .0045:
!
,0035:
: .0022:
: .0034:Ave. iOYU : .0032 1760 : "'.0030": " TH3U~i" 0032
:

1 TABLE IV (Cont.
)
jj
Stress in Spiral 20,000 lb. per sq. in.
Col."
No.
: Top : Center : Bottom : Average •Val.of
: Unit
: Loa.d
: Long.
: Def
.
: Unit
: Load
: Long. : Unit
: Def . : Load
: Long,
: Def.
: Unit
: Load
: Long.
: Def.
: 1
: yu<
8901
2
3
: 2120
: 2220
: 3420
! .0031
: .0038
: .0027
: 1900
: 2000
: 2000
: .0027: 2000
: .0023: 2050
: .0025:" 2016
"
: .0029
|
.0030
: .0032
: .
0030"Ave. : 2250 : .0032 : 1950 : 2087 : .0029 \ 4.3
8904
5
6
: 2000
: 2250
: 2350
: 2200
: .0048
: .0023
: .0030
:
".0034'
: 2220
: 2320
: 2050
: .0041: 2120
: .0042: 2050
: .0035: 2650
: .004 5
: .0040
: .0045
Ave. 2200 : .0039: 2270 : .0043 : 2320 ! .0039 : 5.8
8907
8
9
: 2800
' 2720
: 3100
: .0044
: . 0050
! 3330
• 2450
: 2500
: : 2450
: .0048: 2870
: .0044: 3100
: .0072
: .0060 *
Ave. 2870 : .004 7. 2430 : .0046: 2810 : .0069 : 2700 : .0054 : 8.1
8910
11
12
: 2780
: 3600
' 3600
: .0029
: . 0028
: . 0028
:
3000
3520
3900
: .0032: 3650
: . 0024 : 3400
: . 0024 : 3800
: .0044
: .0025
: .0028
Ave. 3300 : .0028: 3470 : .0028: 3620 : .0032 : 3470 : .0029 : 4.4
8913
14
15
: 2020
1630
1450
: .0066:
: .0060*
: .0046,
1820
1550
1630
: .0064: 1800
: .0056: 1550
: .0088: 145C
: .0080
: .0080
: .0098
Ave. : 1700 : .0057, 1670 : .0069: 16C0 : .0086 1660 : .0071 : 10.6
8916
17
16
: 1870
2350
: 2450
: .0070:
: .0039:
1800
2100
2330
: .0073: 1720
: : 2130
: . CC33 : 2270
: .0083
: .0043
Ave. 2210 : ,0054 2070 : .0053: 2040 : .0063 : 2110 ; .0057 : 8.
5
Stress in Spiral 30,000 lb. per sq. in.
8901,
2:
3:
1750
2350
26©0
•
.0041: j
.0049: 2100 }
.0033: 2100 :
.0039
.0030
: 2120
: 3200
.0036
•
.0040
Ave. : 2250 .0041: 2100 : . 0034 : 2160 . 0038 : 2180 • .0038 3.8
8904 :
5:
6:
2270
2500 :
2570 :
•
.0070: 2500 .
.0035: 2530 :
,0043: 2870 :
.0056
.0058
.0056
: 24 30
2570 :
2870 :
.0071
.0060
. 0067
Ave, : 2440 : .0047: 2630 : .0057 2620 .0066 • 2560 : .0057' 5. 7
8907:
8:
9:
3130 :
3150 :
3530 :
: 2650 :
.0076: 2870 :
.0082: 2950 :
.0078:
.0078:
2800 :
3250 :
3500 :
.0095*
.CC92'
Ave. : 3270 : .0079: 2820 : . 0078
:
3180 : ,0093: 3090 : .0083: 8.3
8910:
11 :
13:
3100 :
3870 :
3950 :
.0043: 3330 :
.0037: 3770 :
.0035: 4200 :
. 0044
.
. 0032
.0042'
4280 :
4120 :
.0033:
. 0039:
Ave. : 3640 : .0038: 3770 : . 0039 4200 : . 0036: 3830 : .0038: 3
.
8
8913:
14:
15:
2270 :
1880 :
1680 :
.0094: 2100 :
.0090: 1800 :
.0068: 1950 :
.0096:
.0083:
. 0126:
2130 :
2000 :
1770 :
.0118:
. 2126
:
.0140:
Ave. : 1940 : .0084: 1950 : .0101 • 1930 :
: 2100
: 2350 :
: 2720
.0128 1940 : .0104: 10.4"
8916:
1*7.
18
2080
2670
: .0110: 1950
: : 2250 :
; .0057: 2550 ,
.0105
.0048
.0107
. 0088
.0060
Ave. : 2370 : .0083: 2250 . 0076 : 2390 ! .0085 . 2330 . 0082
:
8.2
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TABLE IV- (Cont.
)
Stress in Spiral 40,000 It. per sq. in.
: Top : Center : Bottom : Avoraere . 1 . U -L
nXCol. : Unit
No. : Load
: Long. : Unit
Def . : Load
: Long.
: Def.
:
' Unit
Load
Lone;.
Def.
Unit
Load
' Long.
Def.
8901: 1850
2: 2450 !
3: 2950 :
: . 0051
:
.0060: 2250 :
•
.0047: 2200
. 0050;
: .0036.
2300 .
2350
. 0047
:
.0050:
Ave. : 2416 : .0053: 2220 i .0043: 33a>0 :
. 0048 2336 : .0049 ' 3. 7
8904: 2500 ;
5: 2700
6: 2800 :
.0091: 3680 :
: .0049: 2700
: .0060: 2580
, 0060
•
. 0072
; .0082
2700 :
2850
• 3100
, 0096:
'
. 0084
•
.0095
Ave. : 2670 .0067: 2650 ' .0073. 2880 : .0092- 2730 .: .0077 : 5.8
8907: 3400
8: 3500
9: 3550
: : 295C
: .0108: 3150
: .0108: 3250
: .0130
: .0106
: 3150
: 3500
: 3750
: .0108
: .0114
Ave. : 3480 : .0108: 3120 : .0118 : 3430 : .0111 : 3340 : 0112 : 8.3
8910: 3350
11: 4100
12: 4220 :
.0056: 3550
: .0046: 3950
, .0044: 4350
: .0058
: .0037
1 .0054 4370 : .0054
Ave. : 3890 :• .0047: 3950 : .0050 4370 • .0054 3980 : . C049 : 3.8
8913: 2500
14: 2080 :
15: 2900 :
.0120: 2280
.0120: 2000
.0103: 2170
: .0135
.0114
.0170:
2350
2300
2050
.0143
: .0174
.0180
Ave. : 2490 : .0114: 2150 . .0136, 2230 : .0166' 2290 : .0139 10.4
8916: 2200 :
17: :
18:
.0153: 2070 ;
: 2370 :
. 0108 2280 :
^2686
:
.0138
.
0077:
Ave. : 2200 : .0153: 2200 : .0108* 2480 . .0107: 2310 : .0119 ! 8.9
Stress in Spiral 50,000 lb. per sq. in.
8901
2
3
: 1930
: 2550
:
3070*
: .0059:
•
.0072: 2350
: .004 5: 2330
: .0058: 2430
i .0044: 2550
: .0058
•
.0058
1 ^
: >
Ave. : 2516 • .0059: 2340 : .0052: 2490 : .0058 : 2460 : .0056 : 3.4
89Q4
5
6
: 2730
: 2880
2930
: .0116: 28^0
•
.0070: 2900
.0071: 2700
: .0075: 2850
: .0092: 3050
: .0095: 3320
! .0113
: .0104
: .0112
Ave. ' £850 .0086: 3800 • .0087: 3070 • .0110 : 2910 .0094 : 5.7
8907
8
9
! 3670
: 3700
3970 .
: 3200
.0124: 3450
.0122: 3520
: 3450 .
•
.0170: 3750
.0068: 4000 .
•
.0130
.0142
Ave
. 3780 .0123: 3390 .0119: 3730 .0136 . 3600 .0126 . 7.5
8910
11
12 •
3420
4300 :
4350 :
.0064:
.0054: 4370
.0047: 4480
'
.0060: :
•
.0065: 4530 . .0073
Ave. . 4020 : .0055: 4420 .0062: 4530 : .0073 4340 : .0060 3. 6
8913
14
15
2750 :
2300 :
: 2070 :
.0158: 2450
.0149: 2150
.0128: 2450
•
.0147: 2500 .
.0136: :
. .0204: 2350
.0169
. 024 5
\ 10.5Ave. 2370 : .0145: 2330 ' .0162: 2420 : .0207 2370 .0176.
8916
17
18
: 2200 '
• 4
• 1
• 1
.0137: 2320 : .0154
Ave. : 2200 . .0137: 2320 : . 0154 2260 : .014 5' 8.7

TABLE V
Ave. Moduli of Elasticity
: Moduli at : Average : Ave. for
: Cyl. E
'
.
Hat 10 gg-,Ko. : Top : Center : : Bottom : Ec
8901 : 2 , 670, 000 : 1 , 830, 000 : 2 , 500, 000
2:1,880, 000 : 1 , 950, 000 : 2, 000, 000
_
3j_2^31Q, 000:2, 430. 000:2, 470.000
Ave
. :I,29Q. 000:2^7 . : 2 , '52 , 00 : 2, 230 ,000 :3. 600,000 : 0.62
4:1, 960, 000:1, 940, 000:1, 550,000
5:2, 300, 000:2,250, 000:2, 140, 000
6:2,250.000:1, 770.000:3,150.000
Ave. : 2, 170.000:1,990, 000:1. 960. 000 :2. 040. 000 :3. 480, 000 : .59
7:1,110,000* 560,000*1,200,000*
8:2, 500, 000:3, 140, 000:2, 500, 000
9:2, 820. 000:2. 500, 000:2^500, 000
Ave
. : 2 , 660, 000 : 3 . 330 . 000 : 2 , 500 , 000 :?, 490. 000 3.130,000,: .80
10:2, 580, 000 : 3, 500, 000 : 4, 200, 000
11:3, 630, 000 : 3, 630, 000 : 3, 700, 000
12:2,860.000:3. 150.000:3. 330.000
Ave. :3, 020. 000:3. 090. 000:3. 740. 000 '3,280.000 :4, 110, 000 .80
13:2, 140,000:3, 500,000:4,300,000:
14 : 1, 660, 000 : 1, 700, 000 : 1,360, 000
15:1.180.000* 7C0
J_000* 400, OOP*
Ave. : 1 . 900. 000 :
2
1
100. 000 : . .320,000 1.770,000: 3,240,000 .55
16:1, 030, 000*1, 070, 000* 1, 120, 000*
17:2,400,000:2,070,000:2,140,000:
18 : 2, 000, 000:2. 000, 000 :2
r
220. 000:
Ave
. : 2 . 200. 000 : 2 . 030 . 000 :
2
1 180, 000
:
2,140.000 3,680,000: .58
20:2, 140, 000:2, 500,000:3,330,000:
__21: : :
Ave. : : : ;
22: : : •
23: : : ;
24: :
: :
,
Ave. : : : :
25: : : ;
26: : : :
27: : : :
Ave. : : :
28 : 2, 440, 000 : 3, 180, 000 : 2, 560, 000
29:3, 380, 000 : 3, 000, 000 : 3, 390, 000
30 : 2, 420, 000 : 6. 600 . 000* 2 . 530 . 000
Ave. :2. 710.000:3.090.000:2,830,000: 2.880.000: 3,180,000: .91
*0mit in Average
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Column
U/f. Lead
on
Co/umns
Ur?/7Ld- Unit Load
250 000'"
J 16 000
308000
312 000
464 ooo*
501 000
461 000
496 000
£03 000°
600 000°
600 000°
(oO\ 000°
at Ult-
on
Column.
23+0*
zezo
1150 *
2200
zioo
500 100
590 000
584000
587000
464 000
4-14- 000
4ZZ OOO
433 000
(
266 000*
£65 SOD
350 000
308 000
276 000
Z5Z 000
Z(o4 000
I9Z 000
180 000
222 OOO
26+000**
346 000
314 OOO
330 000
255 OOO
203 000
ZZ2 000
ZZO 000
4220*
4450
4350
"
wo -
5540°
5310 °
5260°
5300°-
4430*
5000
5/&0
^ ... u«fci "i
5090 -
4100
3600
3740
30)0 -
23dd*
2410
3100
2.150}
2Z2D
1990
2100*7
1560 t
1350
1670
mo n
1400^-
1900*
1690*
1795 p
1900 fc
1690
1670
1750
2150
ieoo*
2170
1900
Z035
,
1600*
IB00
2100
mo
ZQOO*
DSOO
3700
3(o00
I4-O0
1200
/06O
\zzo
1260*
1750
2500
Z\Z0
19+0
1700
\6d>o
)4W
1130
1370
1320
1340
1800 f
7500 *
)(e>50
1.18
To
i
1.03
1.3
1
o.ei
[. 14
1. 16
1.06
1.02
121
.
1.30
1.30
031
\m
0-61
0-86
O.G>£>
0.16
0.58
0.7/
013
o.5e
Mo.
8301
8902
8903
M
8904
8005
8906
Av.
8807
8908
8909
Av
0910
8811
8912
Av.
83/3
891+
8915
AV.
8816
8911
j
0813
Av.
8920
6921
Av.
1
0922
8923
88Z4
Av.
8925
0926
8921
Av.
8920
8929
8930.
Av.
VI. 219
Column , D/a/Tf.
(Core
OH)
Core
S/=>//=IAL Da/e
A7ade
ma da yr-
Da/e
7e3/ed
mo dcr yr.
/Jr?<?
ZlUX/l/s4f?Y U//. Load
on
LOfts/nns
7/njf 1 s/ //nit 1 r^rrf f?a//o
to
C0/0/77/7
D/am /Irea / CY CC/f' 6y//r?der-5 a u/t- a/
// dae 5>f7//ld /Ige t/77j/I-a: £e
on
Co/umn. 3ca//r?gr Cy/. 3tr
A/„no.
390/ 5 11% 101 0. 188. 00276 0.94- /I- 2/-Z3 1-27- 14 61 60 /307. * 64- 1604* 3 640000* 250 000* 2340 v 1150 * 1.03 8301
1)8902
\
5 do 11%- I08 0107 .0274 93 12- 16-13 Z- 19-14 65 74 25ao 74- 2I<H) 3 150 OOO 316 000 2320 2200 103 8902
[8903 1 3 do //%- ioe 0/77 0245 83 11-27-13 2-25-/4 to 58 21so 58 2O80 3 450 OOO 308000 28'5S ZIOO 1. 08 8903
/Ik ovo 64 64 2b80 <b5 ZWO 5 bOO OOO 312 000 2150 Av. V
8904
\
' 5 /- 2- 4 nj 110 0.323 0.08/7 2.75 ii-jl: 13 1-24- 14 64 64 I907if 64 1604* 3 6W 000'M 464 000* 4220* 1900* 1.18 8904
8305 3 do 12 //J .324 0823 2.73 12- 16-13 2- 18-/4- 64 74 2580 74- 2140 3 750 OOO 50Z 000 4450 2/70 1.0
1
8905
8906 5 do. 12 113 .324 0823 2 73 12-27-13 2-2 7-14 62 63 2^-60 74 I840 3 080 000 461 000 4350' 1900 1.03 890k
SI 2.74 63 bl Z520 71 \930 3 410 000 496 000 4400 - Z035
(
Av.
8907 5 1-2-4- 12 //3 0509 0.203 4.5/ II- 1- 13 12-3/ ~/3 60 66 1456'* 61 1220* 2 670 000* 603 000° 5340° 1600 V
'
1.31 8907
890S 5 do 12 r 113 .500 J96 4-35 12- /6-/3' 2-20-/4 66 69 2840 69 1987
,
3 /60 000 600 OOO 5310 18OO 0.31 8908
8909 5 do 12 T6 114 .495 ./92 425 ' 12-27-13 2-25-/4 60 63 2460 74- 1840 3 080000 600 000° 5260° 2/00 /. 14 8909
Ait 4.37 (ol u 2&50 70 iei5 3 IZO 000 bOI 000° 5300° ~ mo AV
8910 5 /-/ - 2 12 113 0.314 0-0773 2.57 If- 25-/3 2-5 -14 72 6G 2890* 66 2420* 3 64-0000'"* 500 700* 4430* 2800* 1 16 8910
8911 5 do. 12%- 118 322 .0814 2.66 12-26- 13 2- 23- tf 59 59 4800 33 3302 4 770 OOO 590 OOO 5000 3500 1.06 8311
8912 do. 12 113 .324 .0823 274- 12-30 -13 3- <4--/4 6-2 67 3820 60 3620 3 920 OOO 584000 5160 3700 1.02 8912
A
2.66 64 64 4310 62. 3460 4 340 000 587000 5080 - 3b00 Av.
8913 3 1-3
-(6 jj\ 1/3 0.320 00803 Z.67 II- 25-/3 2- // /4 78 66 1395 66 //55 3 850000 464 000 4100 I4O0 121 8313
8914 5 do. 12 1/3 324 0823 2.75 12-27-/3 3- 2 -/4 65 63 1520 63 3Z4 2 630 000 414 OOO 3600 I2O0 130 8914
8915 5 do .12- /I3 324 .0823 2.75 12- 30-/3 3- S-/4- 65 60 1/95 60 560 I 48Q OOO 422 OOO 3740 1060 1.30 8915
Av 2.72 6>e (oZ 1310 63 6Q0^ 2 650 000 433 000 38)0 - 1220 Av.
8916 /O 1-2-4 ii n 112 0.319 00797 2.67 /0-3/-/3 1- 5-/4 66 67 1790* 67 1390 * / 300 OOO'"" 26k 000* 2380* 1260 * 031 8916 1
8917 10 do. 11 i 110 ! 320 .0803 Z.75 //- 22-/3 Z-Z ~/3 72 63 2060 69 1650 4 170 OOO 265 500 2410 1750 1 06 8917 ' \
89/8 10 do. 12 113 320 .O803 2.69 12-29-13 3-J -14 64- 67
'
2630 61 2160 3 ZOO 000 350 OOO 3/00 Z5O0 t.ji 8318
z.70 <ol 66 2 340 GG leoo. 3 beo 000 306 000 2750 ' 2120 Av.
8920* 79ff8/n I-Z -4 12 124 9 .324 0.0823 274 /-20-I4 3-24--I4 63 62 3130 62 2890 3 570 000 276 OOO 2220 1940 0-61 8920 I
8921* 19ft- dm do. 127 9 324 0823 2. 74 2-/0 ~/4 4~/3-/4 62 59 2690 59 2080 J 5/0 OOO 252 OOO 1990 I70D 086 89ZI
Av £.74 62 60 Z4\0 bO Z480 3 545 000 Zb4 000 z\oo 7 \8b0 Av.
'
8922 leh.-sm f-i'"-4 12 123 9 0507 0.202 4.48 // 3-/3 1 -I2-/4 70 64 1736 65 1690
'
2 350 000 I9Z 000 1560 - 1460 0.66 8922
8923 1911.'8>n do IZk 133 9 .507 202 4.3D //- 15-/3 I-2//4- 61 68 2010 68 1480 2 460000 180 000 1350 1130 0.16 8323
8924i 19ft
-8,h do izk 133 9 .507 .202 4.30 /- 30-/4 4- 4 -/4- 64 63 2910 63 2345 Z 180 000 222 OOO 1670 /370 0.58 8924
Av. 436 61 65 2240 b5 1870 2 530 000 168 000 1530 1 1320
f
At/
AV.
*8925 19ft-8m. 1 2- + \Z 3A 133 9 0445 0.192 4/7 ' 12- 4 -13 2-I3-/4- 7/ 76 Z620* 76 1895* 3 920 000'* 264000** 1400^ I340 0.7/ 8925 1
'8926* I9fl8/n do. 12 127 9 .507 202 4.4-8 /- Z4-/4- 3-19-/4 64 6,8 zeeo 68 2450 3 300 OOO 346 OOO 1900* 1800 ' 0-73 8926 ;
'8927* I9ff-8in. do 13/ 9 .507 .202 4.33 2-/7-/4- 4--2I-/4 63 62 Z140 62 2570 3 650000 314 OOO 16901 /500 f 0.53 8927 1
Av. 4.33 66 be E8b5 be 2 510 3 410 000 330 000 1795 -> )b50 Av.
8828 19/k8In 1-2-4 i'i 124 12-16-13 2-23-/4 69 69 2840 69 I9S7 3 160 OOO 235 OOO 1900 8928
8329 a do. 12 i t20 12-21-13 2-26-14 61 SS 2780 58 2030 3 4-5DOOO 203 000 1690 8329
8930 / do. 13 133 12-30-13 3- 4 -14 64 66? I860 GO 1720 z eooooo 2Z2 000 16 70 8930.
Av. 65 bl 2.490 62 1930 3 170000 ZZO 000 1750 7 Av.
fHade iv/fh new form
• Re/nforced w//h 5 f/'n r0u/7d Long. bars.
9 &ro33 area
*(3rr7/f /r? average
° /W ar? L/d/znaTe had
t /7 assumed as 7S /r? tab/a//r?g 7he3e


Col. 8901
Len0th 61$
S. e. n. w.
• Gage //ne5 on concrete 3"
o Gage //nes on jfee/ j-"
Scale: r~/0"

Col 8902
• Bage/mes or? concrete 10 "
° Oacye //nes on steel <f
"

223
Col 8903
Length 60%'
• 6age //nes on concrete /0"S( 4-
° Gage //r?e5 or? steel "
5ca/e

Col. 8904-
Length
n. w.
2/.
Q' Q
.3QC
.
29
303304 °"
5
5
25^
26
o c>
—
2
31,
3%
ft
37
35>
4,
• ///7^5 concrete 9"
o Barge //nes on steel
5taile: / "= /0"

225
Col 8305
Length 60%
-O
1
O 2/ Q
/V.
"f"
w.
V
£±£ 2±d_c
JOB JOAO-
o c«i
o-
<
N
J7C>
c
<
O O o
-O o
o
—f-^o
2£„
^Lo O-
o
—
**^o
O 22q
B4D
Us-
14*
16,
• 6cage //ne>5 on concrete /O
° &aqte //ne5 on steel 4"
5ca/e: I"=I0"

226
Col. 890G
Length 60%."
3. W.
16.
17.
K
00
19
.
Si
I8C 8C
ee £
to
LL
I3A
I3C
15.
3A
3C
%33
* Gage fines or? oo??ere/e /O '&^F
° Gage //nes or? 3tee/ 4s
'
5ca/e.

Col. 8907
n. W.
SI
56.
o
—
^ o o GLq
o 6io
i
54E 54D
6/G &/F
<
61E . 6/D
676 67F
< >
—
—o =^o-
o
•
^7^8? tines 0/7 concrete 3"

228
Col 8908
Le^gf/? 60"
n. w.
• Gage //mj or? concrete 3"c\ 4-"
° Gage ///?es an 3teef 4-"
Jcafe /"=/0"

229
Col 8909
Length 60"
s. b. n. w.
• Gaqe //ne on concrete 10"&41 '
Sage //nes on steef f
5ca/e /"=/0"

230
Col. 8310
Length 6>0"
5.
-j—
* 1
t 1
30C
w.
2
.
5^
6
.
o
6aqe //ties on concrete 10'
Gage lines on 3teel
-f
"

231
Col. 8911
Length <oO£
v5. f. n. w.
• 6age tines on concrete tO '& +'
'
° Gage //nes on steef &
3cak: t '^/D"

Col 891?
Length 60g
S. IS. W.
~r
16
-LL
s
/7
a
8= fc
#43^ £ (3
I3C
5
3C
OS
2tf
'A
s
S,
• Gage ///ye or? concrete 4-"

253
Col. 8913
Length 60
w
o £Lq
O i^Q
23r
2So
26„
27_
26L
5V
3C> 3QI^ 3Q/i
31
9,
O O- I0Q3QD
1L
J2~
J3L
5
37,
I6Q36>D
'-lo
12*
J9,
• ///?e on concrete /&
"
o 6>&<^e //ne on3tee/ 4-'
5ca/#:

234
Col 8914-
Length 60$
"
N. W.
/6_
/7_
2a
<9<r
°—
IT
12,
15
,
5
O—
-±o
• £<0^t? line on concrete 10"& 4-"
6age l/ne on steel 41 '
Scale: /"

Col 8915
Length 60s
• 6&ge //ne &r? concrete /O"& 4-'
o Gage //ne or? 5fee/ 4-"







1 £ N. W. 139
4 1
-f/
< 1
91
< 1
Col. 8920
Length 13-8*
t ft
t
^1? °^4$
23
* •
—a 2&
• Gage lines on concrete -3'
° Gagefines onstee/ — 4-"
5ca/e: /"> 15"
1
J
1
44
( >
«
26
< i
N
27
Borrow Half

3.
6£
&>6
E
4J
4£
/V.
22.
1 1 <
w.
I
(
1
i
4J
< i
B3
( i
1
i
i
1
< 1 1
o—
26 ^ 6
—e— —<r
i i « i
Top H/ilp
• //r?e3 or? comrefe - 10
"
° Gage/fttea or? steel - *r"
3ca/e• : l"-/S"
"AO
Col 832/
No
n46
— o— -
-e—
67
0\
6$ 43 29
4-/ 5 3/
27 $
7<? jj 50 30
•
1
II
5. £. M. W.
Borron Halt

1*
63
64-
6,7 /7„
20
Gage fines or? coversre -3"
Gorge //s?gs on j/eel - 4~
5ca/e /"*/£"'
Col. 89Z2
241
76
77
I
7S
79
$o
£/
i
83
8+
86
o~ 87
~ 93
27
29
3/
32
3+
3S
36
37
33
40
Bottom Nalf

6. /V.
5/
J*
S3
ft
S7
se
S9T
60
6/
6a
10
6?
AS
<Hr-o
//
12
13
(4
66
67
63
63
70
71
s5
/5
>7
/<9
Z0
22
Z2&
7o/=> H/ILF
Col 8323
Leny//? 13'-
6"
77
31
82
#3
#4-
0S
87
1""
p <
25-
*0
7JD
26
za
23
30
33
34-
36
37
3Q
40 9o
4^
.^43
3OTT0/1 Half
-I

6/
62
63
E. ti.
64-
i
2/
s
\ ///7<?5on concre/e ~ 3"
Col . 89?4-
L<?/7cjfh /9'S"
9 A
66"
66
<
67 47
5^-
is.
1
26
< i
27
<
Bottom Half.
i
N

/"=/£" BOTTOH HALF.



/i.
la* (4&
16S
167
i
Col89£7
3 "
Top Half
• 6aqp Itrtej on concrete d"
° Gage //mo on steel 9 "6 " 4-"
Jcale: t"~t£"
/63
/90
o-!Z8
to
/W9
5)
/7<7
5. r /y. W.

Col 69Z8
Length 59i"
3. e h. w.
1
I (
T
<
1
1 >
•
—
6
•
—
>
•
—
»
•
i
•
—
v
1
N
A
1
11
• • ••
v.
(
1 1
t
\
•
IS
—• • •
13
S
<
1
( <
—
•
m——
•
•
/9
• • • ±m— •
t 8
< < < <
• • if.
*
•—
<0
N
•
\
< <
<
<
• /%/^? /n concrete
Long, gage Length /&
Lateral gage Length 4-"
5cale - t"*W

Col 3923
5. E. H W.
1
I
1
1
i 1
1
•
—
•
—
•
—
•
—
s
< <
1
1 ( > »
11+ • • 2• —
•
\\
1
<
N
<
5!
i 1 < i
• 'J. • 13 3• • — © —
•
»
Ik
1
>
' 1
( i
•
19
•
9
•
*\
1 t
•
i
—
•
> i
< i
20
—
•
•
/O
—
• —
•
•
1 < <
<
• Plug>j in concrete
Long, gage /e/?gr/?
La/era/ gage /eng/h 4-"
5ca/e: /"=/0"

249
Col 8930
Length 53/+
1
1
(
1
(
1
•
—
•
—
)
s
>
>
V
V
N N
• 7
< I
N
< >
^
<
M
V
< >
•—
i
/s
• 1 3
$
—
•
i
•
N
1
< )
•
\
i <
•
—
*
<
—
•
•
—
—
•
/&
§
<
»
•
—
< 1
II
P/t/<p /r? concrete
L&/7g. gage Leng//? 0"
la/era/ gage /e/?g//? 4-"
5ea/e /"=/&"



